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AGENDA – Tuesday July 24 

Time Session Speaker Facilitator 

8:30 – 9:30 Registration & Breakfast   

9:30 – 10:00 Opening Ceremony & Welcome  Mary James  

10:00 – 10:45 Gladue Reports and Principles  Chris Darnay Lynn McBride 

10:45 Coffee Break   

11:00 – 11:30 Overview of LSS Intake Services  Kirk Long Rhaea Bailey 

11:30 – 12:30 Legal Aid Publications & Websites  Rhaea Bailey & Lynn McBride Baljinder Gill 

12:30 – 1:30 Lunch 

1:30 – 2:45 Overview of Child Protection Law 
 

 Jeff Speed Rhaea Bailey 

2:45 – 3:15 St’at’imc Restorative Justice Program 
 Taya Rankin   Lynn McBride 
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Time Session Speaker Facilitator 

8:30 – 9:00 Registration & Breakfast  

9:00 – 10:00 
LSS Indigenous Services Division and 
Reconciliation Action Plan  Renzo Caron & Rhaea Bailey Lynn McBride 

10:00 – 11:00 Overview of Family Law, Part 1  Zahra Jimale, West Coast LEAF Rhaea Bailey 

11:00 Coffee Break 

11:15 – 12:15 Overview of Family Law, Part 2  Zahra Jimale, West Coast LEAF Rhaea Bailey 

12:15 – 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 – 2:00 
Local Agent outreach services 
First Nations Court 
Pemberton Court 

 David Walsoff Lynn McBride 
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Gladue Reports & Principles
Chris Darnay

Mount Currie Regional Conference
Legal Services Society of BC

July 24- 25, 2018



Sentencing:  Purpose & Principles

Purpose (Criminal Code s.718)

 Denunciation

 Deterrence

 Separation from Society

 Rehabilitation

 Reparation

 Responsibility

Fundamental Principle (s.718.1)

 Proportionality 

Other Principles (s.718.2)

 Aggravating and mitigating factors

 Parity

 Totality

 Restraint

 Aboriginal Offenders – s.718.2(e)



s. 718.2(e)

s.718.2  A court that imposes a sentence shall also take into consideration the following 
principles

…

(e) all available sanctions, other than imprisonment, that are reasonable in the 
circumstances and consistent with the harm done to victims or to the community should 
be considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances of 
Aboriginal offenders.



Gladue Principles

 R. v. Gladue, [1999] 1 SCR 688 - interpretation and application of 718.2(e)
 Section introduced in the 1996 amendments to the CC.
 Mandatorily requires judges consider all alternatives to incarceration and pay 

particular attention to the circumstance of Aboriginal offenders
 Remedial in nature – designed to ameliorate the overrepresentation of Aboriginal 

people in jail and to encourage judges to use a restorative approach to sentencing
 1997:  Aboriginal people were 3% of population of Canada and 12% of federal 

inmates
 1995/96 Aboriginal people made up 55% of provincial admissions in Manitoba and 

72% in Saskatchewan 
 Restorative justice generally “involves some form of restitution and reintegration into 

the community”



Gladue Principles cont.

 Sentencing is an individualized process and the overriding principle remains what is 
a fit sentence for this offender for this offence in this community

 However, s.718.2(e) calls for a different method of analysis when sentencing an 
Aboriginal offender

 s.718.2(e) directs judges to sentence Aboriginal offenders individually but also 
differently due to their unique circumstances

 Sentencing judges must consider:

(A)  The unique systemic or background factors which may have played a part in 
bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts; and

(B) The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be 
appropriate in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her 
particular aboriginal heritage or connection.



Gladue Principles cont.

 Judges may take judicial notice of the systemic and background factors affecting 
Aboriginal people and to the priority given to restorative justice in Aboriginal communities

Systemic and Background Factors
■ 67. The background factors which figure prominently in the causation of crime by aboriginal offenders 

are by now well known. Years of dislocation and economic development have translated, for many 
aboriginal peoples, into low incomes, high unemployment, lack of opportunities and options, lack or 
irrelevance of education, substance abuse, loneliness, and community fragmentation. These and other 
factors contribute to a higher incidence of crime and incarceration. A disturbing account of these factors 
is set out by Professor Tim Quigley, “Some Issues in Sentencing of Aboriginal Offenders”, in Continuing 
Poundmaker and Riel’s Quest (1994), at pp. 269-300. Quigley ably describes the process whereby these 
various factors produce an overincarceration of aboriginal offenders, noting (at pp. 275-76) that “[t]he 
unemployed, transients, the poorly educated are all better candidates for imprisonment. When the social, 
political and economic aspects of our society place Aboriginal people disproportionately within the ranks 
of the latter, our society literally sentences more of them to jail.”

■ 68. It is true that systemic and background factors explain in part the incidence of crime and recidivism 
for non-aboriginal offenders as well. However, it must be recognized that the circumstances of aboriginal 
offenders differ from those of the majority because many aboriginal people are victims of systemic and 
direct discrimination, many suffer the legacy of dislocation, and many are substantially affected by poor 
social and economic conditions. Moreover, as has been emphasized repeatedly in studies and 
commission reports, aboriginal offenders are, as a result of these unique systemic and background 
factors, more adversely affected by incarceration and less likely to be “rehabilitated” thereby, because the 
internment milieu is often culturally inappropriate and regrettably discrimination towards them is so often 
rampant in penal institutions.



Gladue Principles cont.

 Case specific information may come from counsel or a pre-sentence report

 Where there is no alternative to incarceration the length of the sentence should be 
carefully considered

 s.718.2(e) does not mean an Aboriginal offender’s sentence is automatically 
reduced nor should it be assumed a more lenient sentence is granted where jail is 
not imposed

 Applies to all Aboriginal persons wherever they reside – on or off-reserve, a city or 
rural area

 The more serious and violent the offence, the more likely the term of imprisonment 
will be the same for similar offences and offenders, Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal –
the principles of  denunciation, deterrence and separation are shared by the 
Aboriginal community



R. v. Ipeelee, 2012 SCC 13
 Reaffirmed the principles in Gladue

 Overrepresentation of Aboriginal persons has worsened since Gladue

 Up from 12% of all federal inmates in 1999 to 17% in 2005

 Resolve misunderstandings, clarify misunderstandings and provide additional guidance

 Courts have been hesitant to take judicial notice of systemic and background factors

 Courts must take judicial notice of such matters as the history of colonialism, 
displacement, and residential schools and how that history continues to translate into 
lower educational attainment, lower incomes, higher unemployment, higher rates of 
substance abuse and suicide, and of course higher levels of incarceration for Aboriginal 
peoples

 Counsel have a duty to bring that individualized information before the court in every 
case, unless the offender expressly waives his right to have it considered. In current 
practice, it appears that case-specific information is often brought before the court by 
way of a Gladue report, which is a form of pre-sentence report tailored to the specific 
circumstances of Aboriginal offenders.

 Such information is indispensable to the judge in fulfilling the duties under by s.718.2(e)



Ipeelee cont.

 Not a race-based discount

 Systemic and background factors may bear on the culpability of an Aboriginal 
offenders such that they may shed light on their moral blameworthiness

 The factors may be mitigating in nature in that they may have played a part in the 
Aboriginal offender’s conduct

 Causal link between background factors and commission of the offence is not 
required

 Gladue principles apply to all offences including serious and violent offences

 Must be more than a reference to the provision – must be given substantive effect 
which will often effect the length of the sentence



Recent statistics re overrepresentation

 The Star:  Overrepresentation of Indigenous people in Canada’s prisons persists 
amid drop in incarceration (June 23, 2018)

 Population behind bars continues to decline overall, but maintains a massive 
overrepresentation of Indigenous inmates

 2016-2017:  5% of population – 27% of federals prison population – 8 point 
increase from 10 years ago.

 As much as three quarters of the population in Sask. and Manitoba



Gladue Reports

 A form of pre-sentence report

 PSR is prepared by Probation Officer – focus is on risk of reoffending

 Gladue Report can be written by advocate or trained Gladue writer

 Puts an offender’s personal history into an Aboriginal context to make sure the 
judge understands the connection between the systemic and background factors 
and criminal behavior

 Provides sentencing options with a focus on restorative justice

 Objectivity – full and balanced view – no contradictions

 Avoid advocacy – objective and neutral

 Corroboration – adds to credibility and reliability of info – explain lack of 
corroboration
 Family, friends, documentation



How to Prepare a Gladue Report

 Information is gathered through interviewing the subject (offender) and community 
supports an resources

 May take several interviews with client

Care for your subject  

 may reveal painful and traumatic events, sometimes for the first time

 Ensure support people available that they can access after interview e.g. family, 
friends, counsellors

Time to prepare report

 Up to 25 hours to complete report – generally over about 8 weeks



Content of a Gladue Report

 Several topics to tell subject’s story and restorative justice options

 Gladue Report Guide suggests the following topics:
 Personal History
 Family History
 Aboriginal community history
 Current circumstances
 Summary and restorative justice



Personal History

 Name, birth info, contact

 Aboriginal status – Status or non-status Indian, First Nations, Métis, or Inuit

 Self-identification – some subjects will have very little information about their 
Aboriginal background 

 Family fragmentation, including disconnection/estrangement with Aboriginal family
 Foster care, adoption
 Remote ancestry

 Life experiences
 Education
 Work/career history
 Substance abuse history



Personal history cont.

 Personal wellness history 
 neglect, physical, emotional, verbal or sexual abuse
 Mental health issues

 Treatment history
 Alcohol and drug
 Mental health
 Counselling

 Criminal History – keep in mind effect of guilty plea
 Attitude toward the offences and impacts



Family History

 Parents, siblings, relatives, foster of adoptive family

 Indian residential school

 Foster care

 Adoption

 Relationships – relatives, partners, friends, etc.

 Loss of family



Aboriginal community history

 Sources can include subject, family, band social worker, counsellor, Chief

 Aboriginal Community
 Housing, water, poverty, employment
 Community health – e.g. substance abuse, violence

 Connection to community or communities
 Participation in cultural practices
 Disconnection – why? e.g enfrachisement



Current Circumstances

 Residence

 Employment/education

 Family/marital status

 Financial

 Health

 Personal goals and attributes



Summary and restorative justice

 Gladue factors in bullet points – see page 19-20 Gladue Report Guide
 Restorative justice options

 Address issues that brought subject before the court
 Culture/traditions

 Available cultural programming or ceremonies
 Community connections

 Elders, cultural teachers, spiritual advisors
 Counselling programs – addictions, trauma, family violence etc.
 Aboriginal justice traditions – feast, sentencing circle, potlatch
 Summary of plan
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LEGAL ADVICE
for those who qualify 

financially; advice is given 
through family, immigration and
criminal duty counsel, including 
enhanced family duty counsel 

in certain areas, JITI Programs, 
Family LawLINE, and the 

Brydges Line

Legal Aid

LEGAL REPRESENTATION
for financially eligible people 

with serious family, child 
protection, immigration or 

criminal problems; we contract 
with private bar lawyers to 

provide representation

LEGAL INFORMATION
available to anyone; 

information is provided by 
Legal Information Outreach 
Workers (LIOWs), websites, 

publications, Community 
Partners.

Collaboration with other organizations to deliver innovative services

Timely and lasting solutions



Legal Information 
Outreach Worker  



Community partners 
are available in 34 
communities around 
the province.  Clients 
can:
 get free legal 

information; 
 call Legal Aid; 
 find nearest Legal Aid 

office; 
 get legal help online; and 
 connect with people who 

can help. 



Family LawLINEDuty Counsel



Duty Counsel provides legal advice 
in the following areas of law:

 Family 
 Criminal 
 Immigration (if in detention)



Expanded Criminal Duty Counsel (Port 
Coquitlam)

Expanded Family Duty Counsel 
(Victoria) – modeled on the Vancouver 
Expanded Duty Counsel Program

Expanded Family Law Line
Parent Legal Centres (Vancouver and 
Surrey) – Child Protection.

8



Call LSS Provincial Call 
Centre at 604-408-2172 
in Greater Vancouver or 
1-866-577-2525 (no 
charge)

Clients applying  for 
immigration matters can 
call the LSS Immigration 
Line at 604-601-6076 
or 1-888-601-6076 (no 
charge) Come into one of our Legal 

Aid offices, their contact 
information is available on 
our website 
www.legalaid.bc.ca 



There are 35 
communities in BC 
where someone can 
apply for legal aid in 
person and get legal 
information.



A client qualifies for legal aid when:

 The legal problem is covered by LSS; and

 The client meets LSS financial guidelines



Criminal – Where charges are serious and there is a 
likelihood of jail











Household Size Monthly Net Income

1 $1,580
2 $2,210
3 $2,840
4 $3,470
5 $4,100
6 $4,730       
7 or more $5,360

Effective April 1, 2018



Household Size Monthly Net Income

1 - 4 $3,470
5 $4,110
6 $4,770       
7 or more $5,390

 Effective April 1, 2018
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http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjxvIiixJHLAhVC1GMKHUbFBi4QjRwIBw&url=http://onlinelearningtips.com/2015/10/13/6-ways-you-can-lose-federal-student-aid-eligibility/&bvm=bv.115277099,d.cGc&psig=AFQjCNFS9KmSciXx0oDyNGj93AFTXTOO5A&ust=1456442188694360


Household Size Exemption

1 $2,000
2 $4,000
3 $4,500
4 $5,000
5 $5,500
6 or more $6,000

Effective April 1, 2018



Legal Representation – Criminal, Family, 
CFCSA, Immigration, and Appeal Cases

 If an applicant is over the financial 
eligibility guidelines, by approximately 
$100 – $200 on income or $500 on 
assets, and the matter is a serious and 
complex case, and there is available 
budget, it can be sent for discretionary 
coverage review



A client can request a review of a denial for legal aid

This request must be in writing
The client should state why they disagree with the 

denial and explain why they believe they should get 
legal aid
The client should include any supporting 

documents

Coverage and financial eligibility reviews must be 
submitted within 30 days of the denial of legal aid to: 

Provincial Supervisor
Vancouver Regional Centre
400 – 510 Burrard Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 3A8 
Fax: 604-682-0787



You can help your clients:

 Understand the intake process

 Prepare for the interview

 Organize documentation

 Make sure they follow up and provide 
intake with requested information
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Provincial Supervisor, Legal Aid Applications
Phone: 604-601-6210
Fax: 604-682-0787
E-Mail: kirk.vancouver@lss.bc.ca



LEGAL INFORMATION 
PUBLICATIONS AND WEBSITES

Mount Currie Regional Conference
July 2018

Rhaea Bailey and Lynn McBride



PUBLIC LEGAL EDUCATION AND 
INFORMATION

• Overview of publications
• How to order free publications
• Legal information websites

• Family Law Website
• Aboriginal Legal Aid in BC website
• MyLawBC



FREE
PUBLICATIONS



Legalaid.bc.ca/read



FAMILY LAW

Level 1

Level 2

multilingual

multilingual

multilingual



ABUSE & FAMILY VIOLENCE

Level 1
Level 2

multilingual

revised

multilingual

multilingual

revised 



CHILD PROTECTION
Level 1 Level 2

Level 3

online

revised

revised



GRAPHIC NOVELS



NEW GLADUE PUBLICATIONS

Level 3Level 1



ADDITIONAL ABORIGINAL PUBLICATIONS

Level 2

updated

Level 1

revised



CRIMINAL

Level 1

Level 2

revised
revised



WELFARE

online

Level 1 IMMIGRANTS & REFUGEES

multilingual

Level 1

Level 2

multilingual

New!
revised



LETTING PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT 
LSS SERVICES

New!

multilingual



HOW TO ORDER PUBLICATIONS

FOR
FREE



Ordering process

legalaid.bc.ca/read 



Crown Publications

www.crownpub.bc.ca



LEGAL INFORMATION WEBSITES

FAMILY LAW WEBSITE

ABORIGINAL LEGAL AID IN BC

MYLAWBC



familylaw.lss.bc.ca

http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/


aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca

http://aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca/


WWW.MYLAWBC.COM

http://www.mylawbc.com/


DO YOU WANT TO MAKE OUR WEBSITES AND 
PUBLICATIONS BETTER FOR YOUR CLIENTS?

• We want your help in 
recruiting people to 
give feedback on our 
publications and websites.

• Clients will be reimbursed 
for their time.

If you’re interested, please put your name on one of the 
sign-up sheets circulating around the room.



LSS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
factum.mylawbc.com

@legalaidBC

http://www.factum.mylawbc.com/


THANK YOU!
Rhaea Bailey
Manager, Indigenous Services
rhaea.bailey@lss.bc.ca 
604.601.6298

Lynn McBride
Coordinator, Indigenous Services
lynn.mcbride@lss.bc.ca 
604-601.6021



Legal 
Services 
Society

July 25, 2018

Indigenous Services 
and Reconciliation 
Action Plan

Renzo Caron, Vice 
President, Indigenous 
Services

Rhaea Bailey, Manager, 
Indigenous Services
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Background
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Who We Are Our mandate

Created by the Legal Services Society Act in 
1979, LSS is a non-profit organization that is 
independent of government.

Our mandate is:

• To help people resolve their legal problems 
and to facilitate their access to justice

• To establish and administer an effective and 
efficient system for providing legal aid in BC

• To provide advice to the Attorney General 
about legal aid and access to justice

You may know us as Legal Aid BC
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Who We Are Our governance

The society is governed by a nine-member 
board of directors. Five are appointed by the 
government  and four are appointed by the Law 
Society of BC after consultation with the BC 
Branch of the Canadian Bar Association. 

The Legal Services Society Act, together with a 
Memorandum of Understanding and the 
government’s Mandate Letter, govern the 
relationship between Legal Services Society 
(LSS) and the Ministry of Attorney General.

While LSS is a provincial Crown corporation, we 
operate independently from government.

You may know us as Legal Aid BC
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Who We Are Our funding

LSS receives 95% of its funding from the provincial 
Ministry of the Attorney General (the federal 
government provides a contribution to the province).

The society also receives funding from the Law 
Foundation of BC and the Notary Foundation of BC, 
which collect interest earned on lawyer and notary 
trust accounts and pay a portion to LSS.

The Ministry of the Attorney General also provides 
additional funding for large criminal cases that are 
managed by LSS but outside the legal aid mandate.

You may know us as Legal Aid BC
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Who We Are Our Services

Our services are designed to help people 
achieve early, stable and just outcomes, often 
without having to go to court.

We provide self-help websites and 
publications, legal information workers, 
telephone advice lines, educational workshops, 
Indigenous services, mediation and more.

For serious family, child protection, 
immigration and criminal matters, we provide 
lawyers to represent clients in court.

You may know us as Legal Aid BC
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What We Do 2016/17 Client Services

In
fo

rm
at

io
n

Publications distributed 77,428

Legal Information Outreach Worker
client interactions 6,000

LSS website sessions 418,770

Family Law self-help website sessions 1,461,186

Aboriginal Legal Aid in BC website 
sessions 16,091

Ad
vi

ce

Criminal duty counsel clients 71,110

Immigration duty counsel clients 1,309

Family duty counsel and advice lawyer 
clients 31,866

Criminal law telephone advice for 
persons detained – calls handled 17,913

Family law telephone advice – clients 
served 2,343

Re
pr

es
en

ta
tio

n Criminal representation 20,971

Family representation 3,807

Child protection representation 2,424

Immigration representation 1,064

Legal aid is a continuum of services

• Information through self-help websites 
and publications.

• Advice programs to assist people to 
resolve legal problems on their own 
(duty counsel in courthouses, 
telephone advice lines, advice lawyers 
at Justice Access Centres.

• Representation by a lawyer for serious 
criminal, family, child protection and 
immigration cases.
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Community Services 2016/17 Community Services

Tr
ai

ni
ng

an
d 

O
ut

re
ac

h Intermediaries reached through LSS 
workshops and conferences

1,168

Legal Information Outreach Worker 
interactions 6,000

Direct one-to-one client assists by 
Community Partners 12,302

Ab
or

ig
in

al
 S

er
vi

ce
s

Aboriginal Community Legal Worker 
client interactions (Duncan and 
Nanaimo)

1,269

Duty Counsel client assists at First 
Nations’ Court in Duncan, Kamloops 
and New Westminster

321

Gladue reports completed 79

We provide training and support 
for community workers and 
advocates who assist LSS clients 
and low-income people.

LSS also partners with 
organizations in rural, remote 
and Aboriginal communities to 
connect them to legal aid and 
other resources.

LSS’s community, Aboriginal and information services, including our publications, are 
mostly funded by the Law Foundation and Notary Foundation.
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Where We Are

Local agents

Contract agents in 32 
communities where you can 
apply for legal aid and get legal 
information.

Agents are available at most 
courthouses and in several 
Aboriginal communities.

Community partners

Social services agencies in 34 
locations who provide legal 
information and connect 
people to legal aid services.

Staff offices

Regional centres in Vancouver 
and Terrace. Satellite offices in 
Port Coquitlam and Prince 
Rupert.

Province-wide, toll-free call 
centre for legal aid 
applications.

Aboriginal Community Legal 
Worker in Duncan and 
Nanaimo.

Icons designed by Freepik at www.flaticon.com
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Legal Aid Services for 
Indigenous People
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Indigenous Services 
Division

GOAL

To improve access to justice for Indigenous people.

VISION

A British Columbia where Indigenous 
people have equitable access to justice.

MISSION 

To promote access to justice for Indigenous people using a 
holistic approach that seeks out and includes Indigenous people, 
knowledge and perspectives. 
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Indigenous 
Publications
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Aboriginal Website
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Indigenous Legal 
Services 
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Aboriginal 
Community Legal 
Worker

Donna Moon

Provides services in 
Duncan & Nanaimo 

Aboriginal community legal workers are Legal 
Services Society (LSS) staff who can:

• give legal information and limited advice about: 
• family and child protection law, 

• Indian residential schools, 

• housing, and

• wills and estates

• explain the legal process and other options such as 
mediation

• attend court with you

• help you prepare forms and letters

• participate in negotiations

• talk on your behalf to: 
• Ministry of Children and Family Development staff, 

• a legal aid lawyer, 

• duty counsel, or 

• your band

• give referrals to other services

http://aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca/family/familyLaw.php
http://aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca/family/childProtectionRemoval.php
http://aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca/benefits/IRSS.php
http://aboriginal.legalaid.bc.ca/benefits/willsAndEstates.php
http://www.gov.bc.ca/mcf/
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First Nations Courts We support First 
Nations Courts in 
6 Locations

• New Westminster
• Kamloops
• Duncan
• North Vancouver
• Merritt
• Prince George

Duty Counsel

Elders
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LSS Gladue 
Initiatives

Gladue Reports

Gladue reports are produced for the 
court, for either bail or, more 
commonly, sentencing hearings. Their 
purpose is to paint a complete picture 
of the Aboriginal offender, by including 
information about his or her 
background and Aboriginal 
community, and the specific 
circumstances that brought him or her 
before the court. 

Gladue Resources
• Your Gladue Rights booklet

• Gladue Rights at Bail and Sentencing 
infographic poster

• Gladue Submission Guide

• There is also a Gladue Report Guide that is 
almost completed and will be published  early 
this year.

LSS Gladue Report Pilot Project
• LSS has a roster of Gladue report writers

• Legal Aid defence counsel can request a Gladue 
report for their Legal Aid client

• If approved, Legal Aid funds the 
preparation/writing of the report
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Grand Chief on the 
Parents Legal Centre pilot:

“The PLC is a pilot project that takes a new approach 
to child protection by focusing on early intervention and the 
integration of non-legal social services to support parents.” 

“The PLC’s holistic approach to working with families has 
translated into changing approaches in the way that MCFD and 
the justice system respond to child protection cases.”

“During my engagement, I heard strong support for expansion 
of the PLC pilot to better serve Indigenous communities across 
the province (Recommendation 16).”

At page 97-98  
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Recommendation 16

“The BC Ministry of Justice support and provide 
resources to the Legal Services Society (LSS) to continue 
and expand the “Parents Legal Centre” model to other locations 
where a high demand exists, including expanding to Prince 
George, Kamloops, Williams Lake, Campbell River, 
Terrace/Smithers, Surrey, and Victoria. 

• A final determination of the locations for expansion should 
be made in consultation with LSS and Indigenous 
communities and organizations.”

At page 102
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Facts and Figures:

• Indigenous people make up 6% 
of BC’s population

• More than 65% of children in care 
are of Indigenous ancestry

• 41% of LSS’s child protection 
clients self-identify as Indigenous 
(31 % of criminal law clients, 21% 
family law clients)

• 48% of PLC clients self-identify as 
Indigenous 
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What is the 
Parents Legal Centre (PLC)?

A pilot project assisting parents in 
Vancouver and Burnaby with their child 
protection matters early and collaboratively

Operating in Vancouver since February 2015 
with funding from the Ministry of the 
Attorney General (formerly the Ministry of 
Justice)

The PLC is located in the courthouse and has 
a team of two lawyers, an advocate and 
administrative assistant able to provide 
support to parents

Second location opened in Surrey February 
2018
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Rationale for the PLC

To engage with parents and provide 
services and advocacy prior to and during 
their involvement with MCFD or DAA

To take a holistic approach assisting parents to address 
issues underlying child protection concerns while also 
addressing the legal matter

To provide support before a matter escalates, and 
attempt to achieve a solution that keeps a family together 
and addresses the child protection concerns
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What does the PLC offer?

Parent supported 
early by a Team

Represents the parent at mediations, Family 
Case Conferences, other collaborative 
meetings and uncontested hearings

The advocate helps parents connect 
with services 

• e.g. housing; addictions recovery; counselling

If not yet a PLC client, lawyer can provide 
advice (like duty counsel)

Service is also provided off-site to women 
who are at risk of child being removed or 
has been removed, e.g., Fir Square, Sheway
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How is the PLC different?

Usual legal aid representation in 
child protection:

• Lawyers in private practice contracted by 
LSS

• The child has been removed or 
MCFD/DAA is asking for a supervision 
order

• The court process is involved

• The lawyer is able to assist with collateral 
issues which are related but is not 
provided the assistance of an advocate
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How is the PLC different?

Designed to be culturally 
sensitive and easily 
accessible to the clients 
served

In the PLC:

• The lawyers and the advocate work with and 
on behalf of parents to focus on early 
collaborative solutions

• Early intervention - often before the children 
are even taken into government care, or prior 
to birth of the child

• Advocate can:
• help parents connect with services to 

address the underlying child protection 
concerns, e.g., housing; addictions recovery; 
counselling

• speak with social workers on parents’ behalf
• accompany client to various meetings and 

appointments, including with social worker
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Conditions of PLC model:

Client meet financial 
eligibility criteria 

• However 
guidelines for the 
PLC allow for a 
higher income

If the matter cannot 
be resolved through 
collaborative 
processes, the client 
will be referred to a 
private lawyer who can 
take the case to trial

Client agrees to 
participate in 
consensual dispute 
resolution processes 
(no hearings or trials)
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New PLC Locations

LSS plans to open PLCs in Campbell River, Smithers/Hazelton, Williams 
Lake, Prince George, Kamloops, Victoria, and Duncan in 2018/2019. PLC 
services will also be offered at LSS’s Terrace Regional Centre.

With the exception of Duncan, the locations were recommended in Grand 
Chief Ed John’s 2016 report on Indigenous child welfare in BC.

The timing of each of the openings is subject to obtaining office and 
court space, and hiring staff. 
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Truth and 
Reconciliation

Reconciliation is not an aboriginal 
problem — it is a Canadian problem. It 
involves all of us.'— Justice 
Murray Sinclair
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TRC Commission of 
Canada

What is Reconciliation ?

“ To the Commission, reconciliation is about 
establishing and maintaining a mutually 
respectful relationship between Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal peoples in this country. In order 
for that to happen, there has to be an 
awareness of the past, acknowledgement of the 
harm that has been inflicted, atonement for the 
causes, and action to change behaviour.”

https://vimeo.com/25389165
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Grand Chief 
Ed John Report

“Understanding how the current 
justice system impacts on 
Indigenous peoples is important in 
order to address systemic roots of 
marginalization, denial of 
fundamental human rights, 
intolerance, indifference, racism, 
and discriminatory standards and 
practices impacting on Indigenous 
peoples” 
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ReconciliACTION
Addressing the challenges arising 
from the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission's findings is one of the 
most critical obligations facing the 
country and the legal system.—Law 
Society of BC Benchers

Reconciliation is forged in truth and 
justice. Without truth, justice is not 
served. 
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LSS’ Reconciliation 
Action Plan
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Questions?



FAMILY LAW
West Coast LEAF
Zahra H. Jimale



West Coast LEAF
Non-profit BC-based legal advocacy organization

Mandate: to use the law to create an equal and just
society for all women and people who experience gender
based discrimination.

In collaboration with community, we use law reform,
litigation, and public legal education to make change.

Areas of Focus: access to healthcare; access to justice;
economic security; freedom from gender based violence;
justice for those who are criminalized; and the right to
parent.



Topics to Cover 

Family Law Basics 
Options for Resolving Family Disputes
Resources 



FAMILY LAW BASICS
Definitions
◦ Who is a spouse? 
◦ Child - age of majority and beyond
◦ Family Violence
◦ Family property and family debt (excluded property and increase in value)

Relationships 
◦ Married spouses  & common law spouses  - same but not really 
◦ Terminating a relationship – giving notice (importance of date of separation)
◦ Reconciliation – impact on date of separation

Guardianship/Parenting Arrangements

Family Violence

Property  & Debt  Division

Financial Support



Levels of 
court that 
deal with 
family law 
cases

BC SUPREME 
COURT

PROVINCIAL 
COURT OF BC  

BCSC

BCPC



RELEVANT LEGISLATION

The Divorce Act – if married (but not with respect to property matters) 
 Came into effect in 1985
 Federal (Canada-wide)
Heard in Supreme Court only
 Proposed amendments Bill C-78

The Family Law Act (FLA) 
 Became law on March 18, 2013 - replaced the Family Relations Act 
Objective: reduce litigation and encourage  out of court settlement
 Changes – numerous and significant

◦ Application to common law and married spouses alike
◦ Defines family violence 
◦ Redefines what is family property, includes property & debt division framework 

Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Interests or Rights Act (FHRMIRA)
 Came into effect in 2014
 Intended to fill the legislative gap on reserves where there are no First Nations laws to deal 

with family property



WHO IS A SPOUSE?
FLA – Section 3 

Married individuals; or

those that have lived together in a marriage-like relationship for a 
continuous period of at least 2 years
 “living together” not necessary – other indicia of “marriage like relationship”

or have had a child together – only for the purpose of support (property and 
pensions division exception) 

A spouse includes a former spouse

Application to same sex relationships under both legislation 

Case law – interpretation of the law - definition of spouse not always as per 
legislation



WHO IS A CHILD?
The age of majority and beyond!

FLA:
 Section 1 - a person under 19 years of age (age of majority)
 Section 146 - a person who is 19 years of age or older and unable, because of illness, 

disability or another reason, to obtain the necessaries of life or withdraw from the charge of 
his or her parents or guardians (child support)

Divorce Act: 
 a child of two spouses or former spouses who, at the material time,

◦ (a) is under the age of majority and who has not withdrawn from their charge, or
◦ (b) is the age of majority or over and under their charge but unable, by reason of illness, 

disability or other cause, to withdraw from their charge or to obtain the necessaries of 
life

Pursuit of post-secondary education = unable to withdraw from parents’ charge
 Child must also contribute
 Not indefinite 



RELATIONSHIPS
When do they begin?

FLA – Section 3(3)

 A relationship between spouses begins on the earlier of the following:
◦ (a) the date on which they began to live together in a marriage-like relationship;
◦ (b) the date of their marriage.

For common law spouses – must meet the definition of spouse first

When do they end?

FLA – Section 3(4)
 (a) spouses may be separated despite continuing to live in the same residence, and
 (b) the court may consider, as evidence of separation,

◦ (i) communication, by one spouse to the other spouse, of an intention to separate 
permanently, and

◦ (ii) an action, taken by a spouse, that demonstrates the spouse's intention to separate permanently.

Note – living separately may not be sufficient to indicate intention to separate



RELATIONSHIPS
Importance of Date of Separation

Acts as a triggering event – the point in time when the joint financial unit of 
the spouses is divided into two individual financial units 

Triggering event important for determining support and division of property and 
debt

Advice to clients - deliver written notice of intention to separate

Reconciliation – impact on date of separation
FLA Section 83 (1) - spouses are not considered to have separated if, within one 
year after separation,
(a) they begin to live together again and the primary purpose for doing so is 

to reconcile, and
(b) they continue to live together for one or more periods, totalling at least 

90 days



GUARDIANSHIP & PARENTING 
ARRANGEMENTS 
Who is a Guardian?

FLA section 39:

Parents are generally guardians during and post relationship, unless an agreement or a court 
order provides otherwise 

However a parent who has never resided with the child  is not the child's guardian unless one 
of the following applies:

• conceived through assisted reproduction (ie surrogate mother also wants to be a 
guardian)

• all of the child's guardians agree
• the parent regularly cares for the child

• Step-parents are not guardians automatically

• Parenting Arrangements (includes Parental Responsibilities & Parenting 
Time)– FLA Part 4, Division 1 & Division 2 – will not discuss here – not relevant for our 
purposes, except significance of Best Interests 





Family Violence



Definition of family violence

Broad Definitions - not only physical and 
sexual violence, but also “psychological or 
emotional abuse,” including:
 intimidation, harassment or threats 
 stalking or following of the family member,
 Restricting financial or personal autonomy
 Intentional damage to property 
 in the case of a child, direct or indirect 

exposure to family violence



PROPERTY & DEBT
EQUAL ENTITLEMENT & EQUAL RESPONSIBILITY 

FLA Section 81:
◦ equal entitlement to family property and equal responsibility for family 
◦ debt, regardless of use or contribution 
◦ on separation, each spouse has a right to an undivided half interest in all family 

property as a tenant in common, and is equally responsible for family debt.
◦ Triggering event  - date of separation 

Exception:– “significantly unfair” 
◦ FLA Section 95 - a court may order unequal division of family property and/or 

family debt if it would be significantly unfair to divide equally between the 
spouses. 

Applies to married and common law spouses alike 



PROPERTY & DEBT
FAMILY PROPERTY
FLA Section 84:
 includes all real and personal property, unless it is excluded 
property then increase in the value of the asset during the 
relationship is family property. 
includes any property that:
◦ at the date of separation, is owned by at least one spouse, or in 

which at least one spouse has a beneficial interest; and/or 
◦ after separation, was acquired by at least one spouse, or in 

which at least one spouse acquires a beneficial interest, that is 
derived from the family property

Ownership not necessary 



FAMILY PROPERTY
Family property may include:

Real estate/land

a share or an interest in a corporation

money of a spouse in an account with a financial institution

a spouse’s entitlement under an annuity, a pension, a retirement savings plan 
or an income plan

Other assets 



FAMILY DEBT 
FLA section 86: 

All financial obligations incurred by either spouse during the 
course of the relationship are family debts subject to equal 
division 

Debts incurred post separation are excluded, unless  incurred for 
the purposes of maintaining family property

Pre-relationship debts are excluded 



EXCLUDED PROPERTY 
FLA Section 85 - Includes:

◦ property that existed prior to relationship
◦ gifts or inheritances to a spouse
◦ a settlement or an award of damages to a spouse as compensation for injury or loss (unless … 

income etc)
◦ money paid or payable under an insurance policy (unless … income etc)

property held in a discretionary trust 
◦ to which the spouse did not contribute, 
◦ of which the spouse is a beneficiary, and 
◦ that is settled by a person other than the spouse; 

property derived from excluded property or the disposition of  excluded property 

Exception: the amount by which the value of excluded property has increased during the 
relationship is family property



FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Child Support
◦ A  Right of the Child 

◦ Parents - obligation exists until age of majority or withdrawn from parents’ charge
◦ Step parents - secondary to parents’ duty (one year of support and action within one 

year).

Spousal Support 
◦ Not a right
◦ Must proof entitlement & determine quantum – case by case analysis

Securing  support 
◦ An agreement or an order necessary to ensure payments of support is continued by the 

estate of the deceased.
◦ Life insurance policies – another form of security for support 



Variation of Support
May vary an agreement or court order on support

Required: material change of circumstances since the last order or 
agreement, that could not have been not reasonably anticipated 

Test (under FLA, similar approach under DA):
 a change in the condition, means, needs or other circumstances of 

either spouse has occurred since the order respecting support was 
made;
 evidence of a substantial nature that was not available during the 

previous hearing or negotiations has become available;
 evidence of a lack of financial disclosure by either spouse was 

discovered after the order or agreement was made.



Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial 
Interests or Rights Act (FHRMIRA)
intended to provide basic rights and protections to spouses 
residing on reserve land, in the event of relationship breakdown 
or death of a spouse 

Indian Act does not address rights relating to family property 

provincial and territorial laws do not apply 

ensures that people living on reserve land have similar 
protections and rights as other Canadians

applies to married and common law spouses, at least one must a 
member of a First Nation 

intended to apply until First Nations enact their own community-
specific laws on family property



Applications Under 
FHRMIRA

Emergency Protection Order (section 16)

 A spouse can make an application for a protection order 

 Must be before a designated judge. 

 “the order should be made without delay, because of the seriousness or 
urgency of the situation, to ensure the immediate protection of the person 
who is at risk of harm or property that is at risk of damage” (FHRMIRA, 
section 16(1)(b)).

 only three provinces have designated judges to date: New Brunswick, 
Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia

 No designated judge in BC 



Applications Under 
FHRMIRA
An Exclusive Occupation of Home (section 20)

 provides for exclusive occupation of homes on reserve to one spouse

 does not require a designated judge 

 must be heard in a superior, creates challenges with limited superior 
court locations and complex procedures 



FAMILY DISPUTE RESOLUTION  

Party to Party 
Negotiations 

MediationCollaborative 
Law

Lawyer  
Negotiations LitigationArbitration



Resources
Family Law Act, http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/lc/statreg/11025_00

Family Law in BC,  http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/

Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Interests or Rights Act 
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/F-1.2/

JP Boyd on Family Law, 
https://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=JP_Boyd_on_Family_Law

Dial-A-Law, https://www.cbabc.org/For-the-Public/Dial-A-Law/Scripts/Family-
Law

BC Family Unbundling Roster. It lists family lawyers and paralegals willing to 
provide unbundled legal services and other resources, www.unbundling.ca

http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/lc/statreg/11025_00
http://www.familylaw.lss.bc.ca/
https://wiki.clicklaw.bc.ca/index.php?title=JP_Boyd_on_Family_Law
https://www.cbabc.org/For-the-Public/Dial-A-Law/Scripts/Family-Law
http://www.unbundling.ca/
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